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BEAUTY AND THE BEAST

"What Rough Beast"

ACT ONE

1 OVER BLACK

the raucous sound of three revving motorcycle engines, one
overlapping the other. This unnerving noise continues
over 3

2 ECU . THE GLEAMING HUB - NIGHT

of a motorcycle wheel against the rain slicked pavement.

3 ECU - THE GAS TANK

bearing the official NYPD INSIGNIA...

4 ECU . A PAIR OF DARK GLASSES AND A WHITE HELMET

reflecting the night... and a lone traffic lightr ds it
turns from red to green.

5 TWO r{OTORCYCLE COPS 5 *

pass a yellow cab as they weave through the intersection of
Central Park West and 81st Street, and into Central Park.

5 EOLTOWING

as they thread between the police sawhorses blocking the
ways ROAD CLOSED 6:00pu - 6:00AM. They disappear over
a rise. . .

7 ANGLE

as they veer avtay from the road, onto the grass, their
headlights slicing into t,he darkening park...
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EXT. CENTRAL PARK . NEAR DRAINAGE DUCT

2.

. NIGHT

1010

PANNING the depths of the park... then, FINDING CATHY as
she walks alone across a grassy knolI. Even the sounds
of ltanhattan are muted here... until a DISTANT RUI'IBLE
bleeds in over the pastoral quiet, growing louder and
louder...

CLOSER . CATHY

continues walking up a gently sloping hill. The crest of
the hill starts to glow, brighter and brighterr ds the
rumble grows even louder now, and:

ANOTHER ANGLE

as the two cops vault over the rise, airborn, barely
nissing Cathy as they land. She breaks into a run as the
bikers fishtail around, heading straight for her. Awash
in the bright light of their headlights, Cathy sprints...
but, they are gaining fast, and are alnost upon her, when
she dives and rolls, the bikes screaming past her,
kicking up dirt and sod. She regains her footing, but
the bikers are now circling like vultures, surrounding
her.

(NOTE: The followinq se uence should be shot and edited in
a stylized manner A stunt act on renclerecl in

u cu sandc ose uDs, utilizin ht, shadow, and
sou to create the strong, non-Iiteral impression o
danqer. ) As:

coP x

breaks fron the formation, accelerates toward Cathy.

L2 VINCENT'S POV I|IOVING FAST

toward the imminent collision.
VINCENT

springs from the shadows, ROARfNG as he strips Cop x from
his notorcycle, which bounces and spins past Cathy. And
as Vincent guts the man with a deep plunge:

COP Y

revs in high gear, his tires spitting turf as he charges:

1_1

L2

t-3

L1

13

L4

( coNrrNUED )

L4
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O}lITTED

VINCENT

who stands his ground.

VINCENT'S POV

Cop Y speeding closer and closer.

CU . VINCENT

ROARS, his eyes filled with rage, as we HEAR A BONE
CRUSHINGG SOUND...

VARIOUS SHOTS

Cop Y slams headlong into the ground, caught in
permanent repose of a snapped neck.

CU Cop Y's HELMET spinning, airborn against the
sky... then landing, tumbling along the devry grass.

OMITTED

3.

r.5

16

L7

18

19

20

2L

22

15 *

I6

t7

*

1B

*

the 19

night 20 *

2t*

22

*

23

VINCENT

rises slowly to a strange silence: the burning tangle
of rnan and machine. Cathy moves to him, embracing him.
They regard one another, wondering in silence.

VINCENT
( softly)

Corne. . .

Vincent takes her hand, and leads her away into the
shadows. HOLD ON t,he twisted afternath.

DISSOLVE TO:

CU . FOLLOWING A PAIR OF HANDS 23

unravelling the yellow cordon tape that repeats the message
again and again: POLICE AREA DO NOT ENTER. CAI'IER.A l'lOVES

PAST, ANd CONTINUES TO PAN:
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24 EXT. CENTRAL PARK . NIGHT 24

where a half dozen NYPD VEIIICLES (cruisersr coroners wagon)
are parked. Cherrytops throwing red Iight everywhere.
Forensics, cops, etc., engaged in their grisly post-mortem
activity. SOUNDS of police radios, people doing their job.
PANNING one of the nauled bodies as a STROBE FLASHES. And
as it is covered by a tarP.

SPTRKO (O.S. )
Nasty stuff.

sGT, MARTTNEZ (O.S.)
How'd you beat the neat rtagon,
Spi rko?

CAI{ERA HOLDS ON NYPD Photographer Sgt. JESSE t'tARTINEz and
BERNIE SPIRKO (35, Brooklyn born, streetwise: the Ultinate
Story is his Moby Dick). Spirko watches as a CORONER'S
ASSISTANT covers the body with a tarp. while ltartinez
rewinds, Spirko tanps his cigarette, then fires it up.

SPIRKO
Lucky guess.

IITARTINEZ
Yeah.

Spirko shifts his gaze from the dead body to ltartinez.

SPIRKO
So what's my story?

I,IARTINEZ
You tell me.

SPIRKO
A bear fron the Bronx Zoo who's
got a thing against cops.

MARTINEZ
Not bad. OnIy they weren't cops.

SPIRKO
( incredulous )

What? *

Martinez smiles with self-satisfaction, but Spirko's *
curiosity is piqued: he wants to cut through the *
bullshi t.

4.

( CONTINUED )
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24 CONTINUED:

4A. *

24

SPIRKO
TaIk to me' Jesse. What haPPened
here?

As ltartinez pops out the exposed cartridge, Ioads fresh
f iln...

Ho!'r snouraT.ffi:ff And even ir
I knelr, I wouldn't teII you.

( CoNTTNUED)
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24 CONTINUED:

spirko offers a tight, cynical snile, takes a pull on his
cigarette.

SPIRKO
Listen' Jesse: mY instanatic
busted on me. I could use a good
negative for tomorrow.

}TARTINEZ
You know I can't do that.

SPIRKO
Who's gonna miss one lousY
snapshot?

I.TARTINEZ
C'mon, Spirko...

SPIRKO
I got these tickets for the Knicks
game, night after tomorrow. Tenth
row on the floor.

I{.ARTINEZ
I don't follow basketball.

SPIRKO
You will in these seats.

I'IARTINEZ
I can't do it, SPirko.

SPIRKO
( sharp )

why the hell not? Nothing stoPPed
you last tine.

Spirko's hit a real tender spot with ltlartinez, who's
suddenly aIl worked uP.

}IARTINEZ
That was different.

SPIRKO
Not to the CaPtain it wouldn't
be.

( then )
Why don't You just take the
tiikets, make it easy on both of
us..?

( coNTTNUED )

24
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24 CONTINUED: l2l
Martinez shakes his head, helpless and pissed to be caught
like this. Through his satisfied smile, spirko drags on
his cigarette one last time before dropping it to the
ground and grinding it out.

CUT TO:

25 INT. VINCENT ' S CIIAI'TBER . NIGHT

Vincent finishes wrapping Cathy's wrist with a bandage...

VINCENT
You've no idea who these nen night
be?

CATIIY
No...

VINCENT
Or who could have sent then?

CATITY
Do you really think they were sent
by someone?

VINCENT
Catherine... what happened in the
park... did not seem...

CATHY
( fini shing )

nandom?

Vincent troubled eyes acknowledge this fear.

VINCENT
But who would do such a thing?
why?

The question hangs in the air, unansvtered... and, for now,
unanswerable.

CUT TO:

26 INT. NEW YORK SENTINET . SPIRKO'S CUBICLE - NIGHT 26

slanting shadows cut through the din 1i9ht. cigarette
smoke curls upward...

24

25
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27 OVER SPIRKO'S SEOULDER

He,s typing furiously, leaning in close to his computer
screen. A nicro cassette player stands on the desk beside
a butt-filled ashtray, playing Spirko's voice over as
CAIITERA ARIiIS AROUND SLOWLY...

SPIRKO'S VOICE
(futzed, over b.g.
noises )

and Claude Oakes - - Oakes
with an 'e, thirty-one, died
of massive blood loss incurred
by deep wounds of some unknown
nature. Like an animal did
it... but what do you know
about animals, Spirko? I know
what I see. Look at the faces
on these people. No one knows
what the hell's going on
here. . .

HOLD on Spirko's intent face, colored by the amber light
of the computer screenr ds his fingers work the keyboard.

CUT TO:

28 INT. COFFEE SHOP . DAY

Cathy's having her morning cup of coffee and a bagel in
her favorite neighborhood dive. The New York SENTINEL
opened before her... block letter ttre
page: WHAT DID THIS? On the other half: a gruesome photo
of one of Cathy's attackers lying dead on a grassy slope,
a deep gash of claw marks across his chest and neck. The
sub-head reads: "Strange Mauling In the Park Puzzles
Police: See Page 3." Cathy is looking at the paper with a
strange forboding when ELLIOT BURCH slides into the booth
opposite her. His beard is gone, though his attraction
and concern for Cathy is still very much in evidence.

CATHY
EIIiot I

ELLIOT
I{e11o, Cathy.

Cat,hy discretely turns the paper over as she glances past
him at the glass door of the coffee shop. A MjAN stands
there in a long dark overcoat, scanning the street.
Clearly, Elliot's bodyguard.

CATHY
I thought that was all over...

( coNrrNUED )

7.

27

28
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28 CONTINUED:

ELLIOT
Thanks to the CIA and the State
Department, Dr. Torreon is still
President of Santo Irisado. end
as long as he is, I can't be too
carefuL.

CATHY
You stood up to them, Elliot.
Not many can say that.

ELLIOT
Lost me an island...

CATHY
There are other islands...

After a beat:

ELLIOT
And a father. I'm only just
starting to understand what that
means.

Cathy reaches across the table and places her hand over
Elliot's.

CATHY
I'n sorry.

ELLIOT
I know you are.

( then )
How tragic. EIliot Burch begins
to feel his nortality.

Cathy sniles at Elliot's self-nockery. The moment is
interupted by the WAITRESS, with a pot of coffee.

WAITRESS
(to Cathyl

Warm you up?

CATHY
No thanks.

WAITRESS
( to Elliot)

You?

ELLIOT
Nothing.

( coNTTNUED )

28
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28 CONTINUED: (21

The Waitress retreats.

2B

CATHY
So this is about the last place
I'd expect to find you.

ELLIOT
Are you kidding? I'm a greasy
spoon afficionado.

CATHY
No, really: why are you here?

ELLIOT
I dontt know.

( then, shrugs)
I just... needed to see you.

Cathy is clearly unconfortable with Elliot's intimation.
CATHY

EIIiot. . .

ELLIOT
You don't have to say anything.
I don't want you to say anything.
I just want you to know... I'm
here... waiting.

Cathy struggles with this. Then:

CATHY
( quiet )

I dontt want you to wait for me.

ELLIOT
I don't want to either. But the
way things are... I don't seem
to have nuch of a choice.

Cathy glances down, and off her subsequent silence, EIliot
ri ses .

ELLIOT
You said there was sonebody else
in your life. I can't do anything
about that. But I can't just let
go of what I'm feeling for you
either.

( coNTTNUED )
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10.

CONTINUED: (3) 28

Cathy looks up at hin. His eyes reflect a rnixture of
strength and vulnerability that Cathy cannot deny affects
her on a deep level. Then, Elliot turns, and Cathy watches
as he walks out, followed by his bodyguard.

29
thru

30

31

OMITTED

EXT PARK AVENUE APARTMENT BUILDING

Pre-vrar elegance and detail. A full

CUT TO:

29
thru

30

NTGHT . ESTABLISH 31

moon hovers above.

3232

33

vARrous sHors (srocK)

of the building's ornamentation. To\rers. Spires.
Cornices. Minarets. Gargoyles. Caryatids. Faces
stone. llake this building an enchanted fortress in
Primeval Forest.

33 INT. TOWER PENTHOUSE NIGHT

MOVING with Spirko down a very dark and narrow hallway.
Oriental roller underfoot. ruII length oi1 paintings on
the wall. Stuffed birds crows and ravens perch on
antique side tables. Spirko stops. Puts a cigarette in
his nouth. Lights a natch. tights the cigarette. He
holds the-natch up to one of the oil paintings. A Russian
aristocrat in nilitary uniform stares down at him
humorlessly. Spirko waves the match out, and continues
forward. The hallway ends at:

THE TOWER ROOII1 3 4

Spirko enters the huge circular room cautiously.
Ornanental light fixures high on the walls throw no light

they are only points in the darkness. Heavy rouge
curtains cover the two-story windows. A Queen Anne chair
sits alone in the niddle of the room on a beautiful
Oriental carpet. At one window, the curtains are parted
ever so slightly, and the moonlight, shafts in. A figure
sits in an ornate high-backed choir chair, the moonlight
spilling over his shoulder. His face is completely
obscured by blackness. But he is Elliot Burch. Spirko
stares at hin for a moment. No response.

SPIRKO
( apologi z ing )

The door was open...

in
the

34

( CONTINUED )
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34 CONTINUED:

ELLIOT
You're late. Sit down.

Spirko moves to the chair and sits.
ELLIOT

Your cigarette, please. The smoke
bothers me.

Spirko puts the cigarette out on the heel of his shoe, and
searches for an ashtray. None in sight. Finally, he puts
the butt in his shirt pocket.

ELLIOT
You lvere also late last night.

SPIRKO
Hey, I got there as soon as I
could. Not every guy that calls
me is on the level.

ELLIOT
And are you convinced now that
I'm... "on the Ievel?"

SPIRKO
Sure.

ELLIOT
Had you arrived in the Park
sooner, you would have seen
sonething extraordinary.

SPTRKO
Like what?

ELLIOT
Patience, Mr. Spirko. You're only
at the very beginning.

Spirko regards him, intensely curious but trying to conceal
it.

SPIRKO
Do I get to see you? Or are vte
just gonna sit here in the dark?

ELLIOT
lily one and only condition... is
that I remain anonymous.

SPIRKO
And if I refuse?

34

( coNTrNuED )
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34 CONTINUED: (21

ELLIOT
Youtre a fool.

L2.

34

SPIRKO
l{y editor won't print a story
without a verifiable source.

ELLIOT
Which is why r won't be your
source.

SPIRKO
What?

ELLIOT
I,11 give you information, yes.
But you have to discover the truth
for yourself.

SPIRKO
I don't like this.

( standing )Either you show your face , et I rm
walking.

ELLIOT
( unfazed )

You were chosen with great care,
ltr . Spi rko . For your tenaci ty.
For your... singular character.
I don't believe you could walk
away from this story if you wanted
to.

( beat )
Now sit down... and take out your
notebook.

nis bluff called, Spirko grudgingly takes the rninirecorder
out of his jacket, and punches a button with his thumb.
He places the recorder on the desk and sits. Then:

ELLIOT
The pattern of killing began about
two years ago. A gruesome patt,ern
characterized by evisceration,
throat puncture wounds, deep
slashing. The victins vrere
usually left to bleed to death.

SPIRKO
So you mean, last night wasn't
the first tine?

( coNTTNUED )
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34 CONTINUED: ( 3)

ELLIOT
No. and it wasn't the last tine.

Spirko looks into the blackness that is Elliot's face.

SPIRKO
You're saying you know the killer?

Long beat.

ELLIOT
Not exactly. But I do know whY
he kills.

SPIRKO
why?

EttIOT
To protect someone.

SPIRKO
Who?

ETLIOT
A beautiful woman. A very
beauti ful wouran. She' s the k"Y;
she will lead you to the killer.

SPIRKO
What's her name?

ELLIOT
She's an assitant District
Attorney.

(beat; alnost saclly)
Her name.., is Catherine Chandler.

Spirko's eyes are alight with the story.

FADE OUT:

END OF ACT ONE

34
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ACT TWO

FADE IN:

EXT. D.A.'S OFFICE

to establish.

DAY

CATHY (OVER)
I disagree.

INT. D.A.'S OFFICE . I{OVING

fast with Cathy and Joe through the bustling office.
JOE

You rea1ly think you have enough
on Velasquez to go for felony
assault?

CATHY
I will by the time the Grand Jury
convenes. . .

JOE
That's tomorrow morning.

They've reached Joe's office...
CATHY

I kno$r.

Joe shakes his head at her obstinance, smiling a 1ittle
too, as he enters his office. Cathy continues past his
door... and stops short when she sees Spirko le-ning
against the edge of her desk, reading a folded newspaper,
a leather folio tucked under his arm. spirko rooks up over
the paper, smiles.

SPIRKO
How'd the trial go?

Right anay, Cathy knows she doesn't like this guy.

CATIIY
Fine. . .

( coNTTNUED )

L4

35 35

36

*

36
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35 CONTINUED:

SPIRKO
( risingl

ilm Bernie Spirko, with the New
York Sentinel. Can I talk to You
for a minute?

36

CATHY
Now is really not a good time.

SPIRKO
I'd appreciate it. It's
important.

Cathy gives hin an opening, and Spriko shows her the
ne\rspaper -- yesterday's. She glances at it and then moves
past hin to place down her briefcase...

SPIRKO
What do you know about this?

CATHY
( covering)

About what?

He hands her the newspaPer, which she pretends to read.

SPIRKO
( fi shing )

Renember?

As she ex-tends the paper back to hin...

CATHY
No.

Spirko doesn't take the newsPaPer.

SPIRKO
I think you do.

Cathy drops the Paper into the trash, flabbergasted by
Spirko's audacity. But Spirko holds fast.

SPIRKO
ilve been in this long enough to
know when someone's lYing-

CATIIY
I'm not a liar, Mr. SPirko.

SPIRKO
Everyone's a liar.

( coNTTNUED )
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36 CONTINUED: (2)

CATHY
Excuse me.

35

She moves past him now, but Spirko keeps pace.

SPIRKO
Hey, I'm just trying to find out
what happened that night. It's
ny job.

CATHY
What makes you think I know
anything?

SPIRKO
Come orrr I'I1 show you.

He stops before an empty interrogation room. Knovrs he has
her hooked. Cathy's concerned curiosity keeps her from
walking away. Just how much does this guy know?

SPIRKO
How,s this?

Cathy steps past hin and enters the room. He follows,
closing the door behind him. Cathy tries to remain light.
Spirko takes out his pack of cigarettes, taps one out.

SPIRKO
Mind if I smoke?

CATHY
Actuallyr 1tes.

Spirko gives a tight snile. He keeps the cigarette in
hand, but doesn't light it, as he opens the leather folio
on the desk. It's full of photos, police reports and
on top is a nerrs photo of Cathy's scarred face.

SPIRKO
This you remember, right?

Cathy cuts a sharp glance at hin. Spirko smiles.

SPIRKO
Good.

As Spirko slides t,he photo over to reveal a twenty-page
legal-sized document, which Cathy picks up and begins
perusing...

( CONTINUED )
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35 CONTINUED: ( 3)

SPTRKO
The police report on Carol Stabler

the woman who was set to
testify against the men who
attacked you two years ago.

CATHY
The safe house was compronised.
She was murdered before she could
testify.

SPIRKO
That's right.

As Spirko pulls out a series of photos, shows them to
Cathy.. .

SPIRKO
and that same night, in the safe
house, someone killed those men
who attacked her...

(almost relishing the
description )

Literally tore thern apart.

We don't see the photos, but the horror of what they
contain is reflected on Cathy's face. Spirko watches her
reaction closely.

SPIRKO
Not very pretty, huh?

She looks at Spirko, trying to contain the complex of
emotions that wash over her.

CATHY
No, it isn't.

( then )
But what does any of this have
to do with ne?

SPIRKO
There are other, similar...
incidents... connected to you.

As he roots around the folio, coming up with various files,
etc.

36

( coNTTNUED )
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36 CONTINUED: (4) 36

SPIRKO
October 9, 1987... you
investigated a complaint filed
by some elderly people. Clairned
they were being harassed by a
developer. The investigation
resulted in the termination of
the prospective project... as well
as the lives of four of the
developer's leg men.

CATIIY
You're still speculating. . .

SPIRKO
There's more if you want, I'I1
be happy to review it all for you.

this stops her: spirko smells first blood. He arlows the
silence to hang there for awhile... as he dips into his
pocket for a lighter. He fires up his cigarette, drags
deeply, then lets it out.

SPTRKO
I'm a reporter, Miss Chandler.
I find things out, dig up secrets.
That's what I do.

CATHY
What do you think you're looking
for?

SPTRKO
I don't know yet. But you do.

Cathy naintains her steely gaze, reveals nothing. Spirko's
frustration begins to surface.

SPIRKO
Come on: what,s the big
secret? Why not just tell me?

As Spirko's face ices over with determination.

SPIRKO
Because with or without your I'11
find out. Believe ne.

A tense moment. Then, he gathers up the folio and leaves
Cathy alone with her worsening nightrnare.

CUT TO:



19.

37 INT. SUB. BASEI'TENT . NIGHT

cathy stands before FATHER in the half-1ight.
FATHER

You're hesitant about telling
Vincent?

CATHY
The memory of those moments are
painful to hin...

She trails off.

FATHER
He must be told.

Cathy nods, acknowledging this.
FATHER

Every tine you meet every
monent you spend together - - now
increases the risk.

CATHY
I know.

FATHER
You nusn't blame yourself. This
was inevitable. Fron the tiure
he brought you to us, I knew...

CATHY
I do blane myself.

FATHER
Don't.

CATHY
But it's ne he protects. What
he does, he does in my name.

FATHER
He protects all of us. He
protects the people he loves.

Cathy is silent, considering the truth of this, when she
is st,ruck by a terrible realization.

CATHY
It's a feeling of shame, Father.

FATHER
Shame?

37

( CONTINUED )
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37 CONTINUED:

CAIHY
In me.

FATHER
Catherine...

CATHY
I know something now.

FATHER
( gentle )

what?

CATHY
Father... I have watched him.
I have seen when he. . . loses
hinself.

FATHER
Catherine... that would terrify
anyone.

CATHY
No... I gain a st,rength from it.

She half-turns avray, speaking alnost to herself... a
difficult confession.

CATHY
Part of me shares that with hin.

( then )-In some deep wdy, I wonder if I
don't... desire it. Have I been
reckless? Have f put rnyself in
danger... knowing he would come
to me?

She turns and raises her eyes to meet Father's troubled
gaze. HOLD.

CUT TO:

38 INT. TOWER PENTHOUSE . NIGHT 38

At the window, a hand pul1s back the heavy curtain. ANGLE
WIDENS to show Elliot standing there in the deep shadows,
his back to us, looking out into the urban night. Spirko
can only see his smooth silhouette.

ELLIOT
f didn't expect to see you so
soon.

37
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38 CONTINUED:

2r.

38

SPTRKO
I'm nowhere on this story.

ELTTOT
Do you care to speculate?

SPIRKO
On what? I got half a dozen
police photos, all telling rne the
same thing only I can't figure
out what. And an Assistant D.A.
who makes- -

ELTIOT
You went to see Catherine?

SPIRKO
yeah.

Long pause. Spirko reads disdain in the silence.
SPIRKO

( defensive )
What about it? You gave me her
name.

ELLTOT
You're thinking too 1iterally.
It's ny fault.

SPIRKO
Then talk to me.

ELLIOT
rhis is not some crazed vigilante
who,s fixated on Cathy Chandler.
rhis is sonething entirely
different. rhis is sonething that
has never been.

SPIRKO
You keep saying cryptic stuff like
that. What do you mean?

ELLIOT
You should hear the sounds, ME.
Spi rko .

SPIRKO
( baffLed )

The sounds?

( coNTTNUED )
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38 CONTINUED: (2)

ELLIOT
Of his killing. Those are sounds
you can never forget.

SPIRKO
( intense )

who is he?

ELLIOT
I told you before: that... you'Il
have to discover for yourself.

SPIRKO
I'm at a dead end here!

ELLIOT
Open your mind, llr. Spirko.
Inaqine.

CUT TO:

39 EXT. CENTRAL PARK BAND SHELL (STOCK) - NrGHT 39

A classical concert is in progress... CAI'IER.A PANS DOWN

40 INTO THE GROUND THROUGH THE EARTH UNTIL WE FIND 40
OURSELVES. . .

4L TNT. DRAINAGE CULVERT . NIGHT 4L

As CAII{ERA CONTINUES PANNfNG DOWN to find Vincent standing
in the culvert, Iistening to a conplex and turbulent
passage from Haydn's London Synphony, which we hear with
remarkable clarity. He appears transported by the music...
as Cathy approaches. He senses her presence.

VTNCENT
Catherine...

And she is there. They regard one another for a long
conplicated noment. She has sonething she must say.

CATHY
Vincent. . .

VINCENT
The reporter. Father has already
told me.

CATHY
I tm sorry.

38
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41 CONTINUED:

23.

VINCENT
There's no need to apologize.

( then )
We will not 1et this defeat us.

He gestures to the bed of pillows against the tunnel wall.
VINCENT

Cone, sit. They've only just
started.

Cathy regards vincent gratefully before she sits, reclining
in the bed of pillows. Vincent joins her. She nestles
against him, closing her eyes. Vincent's remain open for a
while longer. Then he closes his also. And as the music
washes over them, in their moment of calm before the
impending storm, we:

CUT TO:

42 EXT. TIMBERY SANTTARIUI'T . DAY 42 *

A spring rain falls somewhere way out on Long Island over.
a huge brick manor and its sprawlirg, imnaculately
maintained grounds.

43 INT. TIIIIBERY . RECREATION ROOI{ . FOLLOWING 43 *

an ELDERLY MAN in robe and slippers, shuffling beside a
white-coated ATTENDANT. Here and there, other residents
sit quietly alone or in groups, some doing arts and crafts
work, some muttering to themselves.

tjtAN's vorcE (o.s.)
Cathy still loves me. I know she
does. r'd do anything for her...

44 CAI'IERA HOLDS 44

as the elderly man EXITS FRAIiIE to reveal Spirko, sitting
by a window, hoLding his ninirecorder. He's listening
attentively to a handsome young man in a wheelchair, also
in robe and slippers. The man is strangely distant,
obviously disturbed as he stares out at the rain, and at
first we should have a hard time renembering hin as Cathy's
ex-fiancee, STEVEN BASS.

BASS
I told her that. I pronised her.

( coNTrNuED )
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44 CONTTNUED: 44

Bass cuts Spirko a manic look.

BASS
Do you believe me?

SPIRKO
Sure f believe you.

(off Bass' continued
doubtfulness, Spirko
gently reassures hin)

r wouldn't be here if r didn't.
Bass seems satisfied by the logic of this answer. But then
he looks a\ray, grows distant once again. He grimaces,
remembering...

BASS
She ran away...

SPIRKO
why did she run?

Bass doesntt ansrrer. He's clearly ersewhere, remembering,
hearing voices in his head. Bass gently coaxes him.

SPIRKO
You can teII il€r Steven... Why
did she run?

BASS
Because she knew he would come.

SPIRKO
( hoping )

Who? Who did she know would come?

Bass glances down at his useless legs.

BASS
He ruined ny legs.

SPIRKO
I'n sorry. f really am. And I
want you to know that I'rn trying
to help you.

BASS
He should be punished. Not
me. f don't care about me.
Cathy. . .

for
For

( coNTTNUED )
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44 CONTTNUED: (21

SPIRKO
I can't do anything about that

we can't until you teII me
wtra-happened.

Bass looks at Spirko for a long, inscrutable moment, then
shakes his head.

BASS
She threw it away.

SPIRKO
What did she throw away?

BASS
Everything. . . She just. . .
wouldn't 1isten...

As Bass grorrs distant once again, remembering...

45 45
thru OMITTED thru

47 47

48 EXT. WOODS - NrGHT ( FLASHBACK) 48

as Bass tackles Cathy to the ground. She twists and
squirms underneath him until, finally, he manages to pin
her arms, shaking her shoulders violently.

BASS
'why?

Now he grips her by the throat, and begins choking her.
AI1 the while ranbling to himself.

BASS
f never wanted this to happen...
I tried to nake everything nice
for you... I did... like it was
before... Why couldn't it be like
it was before?

Suddenly Vincent appears over them, ROARING. Bass glances
up sharply.

49 HIS POV . VINCENT

44

right on top of hin, about to strike.
49
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50 RESUT'TE SCENE 50

Bass shields his facer ds Vincent swipes hin off Cathy
hurtling hin ten yards into the air. Bass is stunned, but
as Vincent closes in, he scrambles along the ground.
Vincent lifts hin again and slams him into a treer so that
he's barely conscious.

Only now does Cathy have the strength to sit up. She turns
to see Vincent at the height of his blood-rage, teeth
bared, claws protracted, growling as he moves in for the
ki11.

CATHY
(struggling to her feet)

Vincent !

He doesn't hear her, his ears pounding with furyr Ers he
continues with another vicious blow that renders Bass
unconscious.

51 END FLASHBACK . RESUME SCENE IN PRESENT

Bass looks at Spirko with an intense clarity.
BASS

She called hin Vincent.

SPIRKO
( fascinated )

Vincent. . .

BASS
That's his name.

SPIRKO
(then, carefully)

What does Vincent look like?
BASS

It was so dark...

SPIRKO
TeIl me anything you can about
hin.

Bass struggles nightily with the recollection, his nind
racing. . .

SPIRKO
Anything. . .

( CONTINUED )
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51 CONTINUED:

BASS
Anything. r don't know. They
have a sick relationship. He's
not... a man. I mean, he is not
human.

He pul1s away the lapel of his robe... revealing a set of
GRoTESQUE scARs covering his entire torso. Bass looks up
at Spirko...

BASS
See?

Indeed, Spirko sees. He sees PuIiEzer paydirt in these
scars, in this living, breathing eyewitness to the creature
called Vincent.

CUT TO:

52 EXT. DOWNTOWN STREETS . NI HT 52

Early A.l't. Vincent wandering, sleepless. He noves through
the city, surreal in its drugged quiet, in its
alien-lighted night sky. He moves down a deserted street.
Over this.

VINCENT'S VOTCE
"llethought I heard a voice cty,
'Sleep no morel/ uacbeth does
nurder sleepr' the innocent
sleep,/ SLeep that knits up the
ravell'd sleave of care,/ Tl:e
death of each day's life. . . "

Vincent's face FLASHES by the CAI,IERA.

53 NEW ANGTE

as Vincent turns into a narrovr a1ley. Up ahead, he sees:

54 VINCENT'S POV

A TRANSIENT asleep beside a dunpster.

51

53

54
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55 RESUI{E SCENE 55

Vincent noves closer. rn the throes of an alcoholic
stupor, the transient has thrown off his meager blanket.
vincent kneels beside hin and pulls the blanket back over
the man's shoulder. As Vincent is about to stand, his eyes
fall upon a page of newspaper pressed by the wind against
the wall of the building. It is the newspaper from the day
before with the picture of the mauled biker and the banner
headliNe: WHAT DID THIS?

55 CLOSE ON VTNCENT 56

His eyes registering the full implication of the question.
Suddenly, a SIREN is heard approachingr and then a SQUEAL
of brakes. Vincent looks up sharply.

57 HIS POV . A POLICE CRUISER

screeches, fishtailing, into the a1ley.

58 VINCENT

throws hinself back into the corner, as the cruiser's
headlights s$reep over the transient. Vincent huddles in
the shadows, preparing for the worst... but the cruiserjust WAILS past, heading to another story in the naked
city. CAMERA l'lOVES IN ON VINCENT, his chest heavingr ds
he processes his feelings of imminent persecution and
danger.

FADE OUT:

END OF ACT TWO

57
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ACT THREE

F'ADE IN:

59 EXT. NEW YORK SENTINEL BUILDING . DAY

to establish.

EDWARDS' VOICE
How far back do we go, Spirko?

60 INT. NEW YORK SENTINEL OFFICES . DAY 60

Spirko is smoking yet another cigarette, pacing before the
desk of his friend and editor, BILL EDWARDS (50, black).
Edwards is looking at several black and white photographs
of Bass' disfigured chest, obviously uninpressed. Which is
why Spirko is pacing.

SPTRKO
I don't know... nine years.

EDWARDS
Ten. You think you'd have learned
sonething in that time.

SPIRKO
Bi t1

EDWARDS
Now you've got some incredible
stuff here, don't get me wrong.
But you're misssing pieces. None
of it fits together right.

SPIRKO
( overriding )

You heard the tape.

EDWARDS
Yeah... of a certified psychotic.
I could go to Bellevue right now
and come back with a much better
story than this.

As Edwards slides the photos across the desk, Spirko
regards him head on, waiting for Edwards to look at hin.

( coNTTNUED )

59
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60 CONTINUED: (2)

SPIRKO
Even though I'n telling you it's
clean..?

EDWARDS
What do you want me to say? Go
sell it to the Inquirinq Star
if you're so damn anxious.
They pay better.

Off Spirko's mounting frustration:
CUT TO:

31.

60

51 EXT. CITY STREET . DAY - I{OVING

with Cathy at a brisk nid-town Manhattan clip when Spirko
falls in beside her. Cathy picks up the pace.

SPIRKO
Heyl How about some lunch?

CATHY
Are you crazy?

SPIRKO
Maybe.

( thenr dS they walk a
few silent steps )

I spoke to an old boyfriend of
yours yesterday. He told ne a
very interesting story.

Spirko has the ninirecorder out and on, holding it before
them, the volume $ray up. And over the din, we hear:

BASS' VOrCE (OVER)
( futzed)

I don't know. They have a sick
relationship. He's not... a man.
I nean he is not human.

Spirko snaps off the recorder. Cathy turns to confront
hin.

CATHY
( seething )

How could you do that to
Steven?

( coNTTNUED )
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61. CONTINUED:

SPIRKO
I told you: I'm just after the
truth.

CATHY
Steven doesn't know the truth.

SPIRKO
What about the scars Vincent left
hin with?

Cathy reacts to the mention of Vincent's name. She tries
to keep it together, but she's obviously shaken up.

SPIRKO
I have pictures, if you're
interested...

CATHY
This is harrassment, llr. Spirko.
And if you continue, I will have
you arrested.

SPIRKO
Wouldn't it just be easier to teII
me about Vincent?

Cathy turns and continues down the sidewalk. Spirko goes
after her.

SPIRKO
Steven Bass and I aren't the only
ones who know about Vincent.

Cathy cuts across the street to get away from Spirko, who
stops at the curb...

SPIRKO
(calling out after her)

There's someone who knows a
helluva lot more than either of
us.

He lets her 90, watching as she crosses the street. He
knows he's getting to her... getting closer.

61
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Spirko's words register on her face,
noving... faster and faster, almost
dread.
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but she keeps
shaking with fear and

CUT TO:

63

64

65

53

64

65

66

67

A SCREAII

FAST SUBLII{INAL SHOTS

PYTHONT screaming as he dies in "No Way Down."

YATES, dying a gruesome death in "Impossiblee

EHRLICHT ds Vincent eviscerates the giant in
in Hell. "

55 *

67

6868

- TIGHT ON BIKER z, letting out his last horrible cry.

(Note: these shots are only suggestions, but they should
favor the VICTIMS in the throes of death their agony,
their pain, their contortions so as to burn the inages
into Vincent's consciousness, to haunt hin as nightmare
flashes.' The more graphic, the better. Perhaps the most
desirable footage can be found in the dailies of these
various episodes. Especially in the those directed by Tom
wright. )

CUT TO:

INT. VINCENT ' S CHAI{BER . ON VINCENT

holding his nassive head in his handsr ds the sounds of
carnage and death echo and fade in his brain. Father
appears at the chanber entrance, carrying a slin volume
of poetry. He cal1s out softly.

FATHER
Vincent...

Vincent, looks up sharply.
( coNTTNUED )
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58 CONTINUED:

FATHER
An I disturbing You?

VINCENT
No... Please...

Father ent,ers and sits beside Vincent on the bed. He
regards Vincent lovingly and places a hand on his knee.

FATHER
I came across an old favorite Poem
I had forgotten.

VINCENT
( resi sting 1

Father. . .

Father opens the volume.

E'ATHER
Let me read it to you.

VINCENT
No Poetry...

FATHER
tisten to the first lines,
Vincent.

Vincent reaches across and gently closes the book. He
stands and noves into the center of the chamber. Finally,
he turns to face Father.

VINCENT
If I ask... will you tell me the
truth, Father?

FATHER
Of course.

VINCENT
( beat )

An I a man?

A tight line connects their eyes.

FATHER
Part of you is...

( coNTTNUED )
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68 CoNTINUED: (21

VINCENT
And what part is not? What Part
takes over... so that the man in
me cannot forget... cannot close
his eyes in peace?

FATHER
( sadlY)

I don't know the answer, Vincent.

Father now also stands.

FATHER
I don't know the answer.

VINCENT
You have educated the man. You
have nurtured the man. Read hirn
poetry... taught him to Iove...

( beat )
But the other... the other, you
don't understand.

FATHER
I have tried

VINCENT
You don't understand its power.

FATHER
( concern )'Vincent. . .

Father moves toward hin. Vincent looks up at him.

VINCENT
Father... I can't control ny
thoughts.

( then )
Father... I am afraid.

and Father holds hin in his arms, conforting hin.

CUT TO:

59 INT. D.A. ' S OFFICE - I,IICROFILII ROOI{ - DAY 59

Cathy looks hard at the screen before her, jots some notes
on a pad, then advances the microfiche.

68
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70 CU . SCREEN 70

as newpaper pages blur forward... slowing, then stopping
at an article with an adjacent photo of the proposed Burch
Tower. The headline: nBURCH TOWER GIVEN GO BY URBAN
DEVELOPI{ENT COI'II{ISSION.TT The boldface byline reads: Bernie
Spi rko.

The fihn blurs forward to another article. "DA COMMISSION
PROBES CORRALES GROUP.n this one also by Bernie Spirko.

7L ANGLE . CATHY

growing thoughtful, the pieces coning together in her
mind...

CUT TO:

72 INT. ELLIOT BURCH'S OFFICE . DAY 72

Cathy can scarcely contain her hurt and rage before E1liot.
CATHY

You said you came to ne out of
concern, but the whole time you've
been undernining everything

ELLIOT
( overriding)

Cathy, please... Calm down and
telI me what it is you think I'n
doing.

CATHY
You know damn well.

ELLIOT
Why won't you believe me? I don't
know Bernie Spirko except as a
byline in the New York Sentinel.

CATHY
( accusatory)

You leaked the Corrales story to
hin last year. And for all I
know, he's still on your payroll.

ELLIOT
I never gave Spirko a penny.

CATHY
How can you deny it?

7L

( CONTINUED )
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72 CONTINUED:

ELTIOT
Listen to yourseLf! You're
supposed to be an attorney.
What happened to innocent until
proven guilty?

CATHY
This isn't a court of law.

37.

72

ETLIOT
Cathv...

Elliot waits for his anger to subside into manageable
frustration.

ELLIOT
I know you have secrets in your
life. And I know that whatever
is happening now is real and
causing you a lot of pain...

CATHY
( ove r riding;
furious )

Stop it, EIIiotl Just stop.

Shaking with fury, she turns to leave. EIIiot watches
until the door closes. He shows little emotion as he
taps the intercom on his desk.

ELLIOT
Get me Manning...

CUT TO:

73
thru OMITTED

75

73
thru *
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76 INT. CENTRAL PARK THESHOTD . CONTINUOUS 76

Cathy hurries down the long tunnel, then stops to glance *
back toward the tunnel mouth. Listens intently. Does
she hear sonething behind her? Nothing. So she hurries
forward.. .to find Vincent waiting-

CATHY
(urgent; breathless)

Vincent r !t€ musn ' t stay he re .
Let's go deeper.

Vincent holds open the gate, and together they enter the
tunnels. Vincent pulls the control lever, and the door
SLIDES SITUT, locking then in.

Cathy leads Vincent down the narrovr passage into a CONCRETE
CHAIiIBER. Vincent comes in behind her.

VINCENT
What is it, Catherine?

CATHY
It's EIIiot. He's the one who's
been feeding the reporter
infornation.

VINCENT
Elliot?

Cathy nods gravely.

CATHY
Vincent... they know your name
now.

( beat )
Somehow theY got to StePhen Bass.

Vincen! is deeply affected by the news the world closing
in.

CATHY
Father's right.. The risk has
become too great. We can't see
each other again until this is
over.

Long moment.

( coNTTNUED )
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76 CONTINUED:

VINCENT
Catherine. . .

76

Yes. 
.ATHY

VINCENT
Perhaps if eI1iot... understood.

CATHY
No.

VTNCENT
But he is a man who... could
unde rstand.

CATHY
Once I thought so too. But I've
seen him now. He's out to destroy
usr to condemn us.

VINCENT
To condemn us?

CATHY
He knows we're something
different, sonething beyond his
experience, and that must threaten
hin.

VINCENT
It is r who is different.

CATHY
No, Vincent. It is us. I've
learned that. We share the
reponsibility for what we are
together.

Vincent turns away, the anger rising in hirn.

VINCENT
uy nrind if filled with thoughts...
beyond imagining.

CATHY
If they ever found Your Vincent...

VINCENT
They will never find rnel I will
vanish... bury myself sonewhere
deep in the earth.

( coNTrNuED )
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76 CONTINUED: (21

CATHY
And you would be lost to me.

VINCENT
Without you... t would be lost
to nyself.

CUT TO:

77 INT. TOWER PENTHOUSE . NIGHT

A gilded door opens one flight up. Spirko, standing in
the center of the room' turns and glances up to see Elliot
step out onto a small balcony, his face obscured in the
gloom.

ELLIOT
WeIl?

SPTRKO
His name is Vincent. From what
r can piece together... his face
is deforned in some wdy,
grotesque. And... so are his
hands

ELLIOT
Tell me about his hands.

SPIRKO
rncredibly strong. He uses them
to kill. And r know this sounds
strange, but I think they're more
like claws.

ELLIOT
Why is that so strange?

SPIRKO
Well

ELLIOT
( overriding )

rs he human, Mr. spirko?

SPIRKO
I don't know. I mean, what
else could he be?

ELLIOT
I'm asking you.

SPIRKO
IIe wa1ks. He talks. He loves.
If love is human...

76

77

( coNTTNUED )
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77 CONTINUED:

ELLIOT
Catherine Chandler.

SPIRKO
Yes.

ELLTOT
Have you seen her?

SPIRKO
This morning. She was pretty
shaken up by what I knew.

ELLIOT
Would a photograph be useful to
your Mr. Spirko?

SPIRKO
Of Vincent? Are you kidding ne?

ELLIOT *
You've done weIl, Mr. Spirko.
I believe you've earned the
privelege.

Privereg"rttt**o 
*

ELLIOT *
Of neeting him.

( beat )
Itts tine for me to arrange a
little introduction.

Spirko reaches into his jacket t,o celebrate with a
cigarette. He goes so far as to place it between his
Iips... before he remembers. He stares at EIIiot, sensing
his dark presence, smiles apologetically, and finally takes
the cigarette out of his nouth.

FADE OUT:
78 78

thru OI.IITTED thru
81 8L

END OF ACT THREE
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ACT FOUR

FADE IN:

82 INT. CATHY ' s APARTI,TENT . NIGHT

We HEAR the soothing strains of litozart as Cathy sits,
unable to focus on the book that rests open on her Iap.
She glances up the balcony, hopefully... then, with a
wistful sadness. She looks back down at her book and
realizes that itrs no use to continue trying so she
rises and walks toward the balcony...

83 EXT. CATHY'S BALCONY

Cathy steps out onto the balcony, where she looks over the
cool, sparkling city, a soft breeze pressing her nightgown
to her body.

CUT TO:

84 INT. CATHY'S SUB-BASEI.IENT . NIGHT

CLOSE ON

a pile of broken bricks, as a FLASHLIGHT BEAI\! sweeps past,
then:

SPTRKO (O.S. )Ow! Son of a...

85 WTDER

Spirko ducks beneath a low water pipe, rubbing his head
where he just bunped it. He looks around, trying to get
his bearings in this unfamiliar place.

SPIRKO
(nuttering to hinself)

Helluva way to make a living,
Spi rko.

Following his flashlight beam, he finds an old foot stool
deep in a shadowed corner. He settles down on the stool,
and sets down his camera bag. And as he begins pulling
out camera, filn, and the ever-present ninirecorder...

CUT TO:

B2

B3

84

85
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INT. CATHY'S BUILDING - BACK ENTF"ANCE . NIGHT

The building super, ROGER, srniles aniably as two
REPAfRI,IEN in navy jumpsuits and baseball caps enter from
the street.

ROGER
Help you guys?

The one whose cursive stitching reads "Gus" speaks first.
GUS

We're doing some work for
Catherine Chandler.

ROGER
The service elevator is just
around the corner. Here,
lemrne show you.

Roger starts in that direction as 'rvfCn jams a silenced
pistol into Roger's back and FIRES TWICE. The force slams
Roger against the wall. And as he slides to the ground,
Gus and Vic unfurl a black body bag.

CUT TO:

87 EXT. CATHY'S BALCONY NIGHT

Cathy is lost in thought... when the music from inside her
apartment SWELLS SUDDENLY, snapping her back to reality.
She wheels around to find Gus right there, pressing a
length of wide electric tape over her mouth. Cathy
responds through her panic by throwing an elbow uppercut
toward his throat but Gus blocks her with expert
finesse, using the momentun to spin her around and smack
her, open-handed, in the head, staggering her. Vic sweeps
aside the curtains for Gus to carry her back inside. HOLD
on the enpty balcony, the curtains billowing in, and
Mozart's unheard nelody.

CUT TO:

INT. CATHY'S BUILDING STAIRWELT

86 *

*

B7

88 88

Gus and Vic flanking Cathy, hastening
then another. She collapses onto one
virtually lift her, carrying her down

her down one flight,
landing, but they
and down...

CUT TO:
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45.

rNT. TUNNELS (STOCK)

Vincent runnin9...
CUT TO:

SUB. BASEI{ENT . NIGHT 9 O

hears movement, and sinks back into the shadows just
and Vic round the corner, pushing Cathy before them.
seems confused and disturbed by what he sees...
he does nothing about it. He just continues to

HIS POV

as Gus and Vic yank Cathy through the jagged hole, deeper
into the sub-basement.

90 INT.

Spi rko
as Gus
Spi rko
though
watch.

91 91

9292

9494

9595

RESUI{E SPIRKO

as he gets up to follow. we
through the half-constructed

MOVE WITH HIIrl, as he peers
wall:

9393 HIS

Gus

POV

pushes Cathy hard against the wal1.

GUS-rhis is it. This is where he
said. . .

Gus' words are drowned by the thundering noise of exploding
cinderblock as:

VINCENT

emerges fron the dusty place where the wall once stood,
ROARING with prinal indignation.

SPIRKO

reactsr a9o9, Paralyzed by the inadequacy of his 9wn
imagination. itris Lreature is far more awesome than
any[hing he could ever have imagined.
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96 RESUI{E SCENE

as Vincent advances toward vic, who just manages to draw
his gun as Vincent tears into hin... dispatching hin with
two incredibly powerful swiPes.

97 CATHY

pressed close to the wall, rips the tape frorn her mouth,
watching, as:

98 GUS

dodges Vincent's strike, which grazes, laying open five
parallel scratches along his face, as $Ie hear A CAIIERA
SHUTTER CLTCK, the filn AUTO-ADVANCING (Srx should
exaggerate the sound as it echoes in Vincent's head). Off
Vincent's split-second distraction, \re discover:

99 SPIRKO 99

who has regained his composure, and is shooting the action
from his safe place behind the walI.

100 vrNcENT 100

parries a punching and kicking conbination thrown by Gus,
when the CAI,IERA CLfCKS again. With a tremendous ROAR,
Vincent pounces upon Gus, tearing into Gus with bloody
efficiencyr ds the CAMERA SOUND continues capturing the
carnage... until it is over. Cathy rushes toward Vincent,
but he steps past her, moving toward:

96

97

98

]- O 1 SPIRKO

petrified, horrified' as:

101

L02 vTNCENT L02

ROARS, advancing toward Spirko, who stands no\,t, revealing
hinself. He backs away quickly, filling with panic.

SPIRKO
Hey! No... don't. Please!

As Vincent advances toward Spirko, whose tightening *
throat can scarcely let out the words. . .

SPIRKO
Itm not I swear, I had *
nothing. . .
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CATHY

rises and moves
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103

toward the impending execution.

CATHY
Vincent !

104 RESUME SCENE

as Spirko thrusts forward the danning evidence that is
his camera...

SPIRKO
Here... take it...

( desperate )
Come on...

But Vincent continues, his hand poised to strike...
SPIRKO

NO! PLEASE! !...
Vincent stops. The transfornation is alnost palpable as
Spirko's words penetrate. Spirko is covrering, quivering
against the waII. Vincent bows his head, his eyes
closing as if to shut out everything that's just
happened. Spirko,s heart rnight still come out of his
chest he,s breathing so hard. His relief comes slowly.

SPIRKO
All right. I'm out of here.

Cathy has approached, and regards Vincent who cannot
meet her look.

CATHY
Vincent. . .

She reaches for him, but Vincent slips past her...
CATHY

Vincent !

She noves to follow, but he has already disappeared
around the corner. Cathy stops, her confusion quickly
focusing into anger as she confronts Spirko.

CATHY
You set up this whole thing...

SPIRKO
I didn't set up anything.

r_03

L04

*

( CONTINUED )
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104 L04

CATHY
Look ! These nen died because
of you.

She stares defiantly at Spirko, who seems emboldened by her
presence... and by Vincent's absence.

SPIRKO
I just followed a lead.

CATHY
ElIiot Burch...

SPIRKO
( re: privileged
infornation )

Come orlr Miss Chandler...

As Spirko gathers his stuff...
CATHY

You can't do this.
SPIRKO

Why not?

CATHY
Because you don't know...

SPIRKO
( overriding )-Hey, Lady, don't tell me what I

know. I earned every word of
this story.

Cathy tries to stifle the anger and desperation in her
voice, which comes out half-choked.

CATHY
You have no idea what this...nstoryn is all about.

SPIRKO
I think I've seen enough, don't
you?

Perched on a broken brick shelf is the ninirecorder, which
has been running the whole time. Spirko shuts it off,
stuffs it into his canera bag.

( coNTTNUED )
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LO4 CONTINUED: (21 L04

CATHY
If you print this, You'Il *
destroy Vincent... and me.
Doesn't that mean anYthing to
you?

Spirko zips the camera bag shut conclusively.

SPIRKO
This isn't a personal thing, ltliss

- Chandler: it's news.

with that, Spirko slings his camera bag onto his shoulder,
and moves off... disappearing into the dusty light from
the world above. For a long' suspended moment, Cathy
stands there. She looks down at the dead bodies of heg *
would-be killers... a bitter reminder. Slowly, she moves
to follow the path of Vincent's retreat...

1O4A INT. ROCK TUNNELS 1O4A *

where she finds Vincent standing just inside, half- *
hidden by shadow. There is a strange tension between
thern, an unspoken forboding. After a long silence:

CATHY
I'm shaking. . .

Vincent steps out of the shadows, takes her in his arms. *
And as they cling to one another, Vincent whispers to
her.

VINCENT
What you said is true,
Catherine...

She stiffens in fearful expectation. Vincent feels this,
but confides with a strength and nobility born of his
unique understanding of fate.

( coNTTNUED )
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104A CONTINUED: (21 104A,h

VINCENT
It nust end now. we must end.
They know everythi"g... *

CATHY
No...

VINCENT
This nan will not stop. Elliot...
will not stop. They will hunt
ne until they find me... or until
I am dead.

CATHY
Then let me come with you.

VINCENT
It is no life for you.

CATHY
Or for youl

VINCENT
But it is my life. and I must
find the strength to bear it.

She regards him, beginning to understand the full meaning
of all this, the devastating truth.

CATHY
( helpless )I donrt know what to do...

VINCENT
You must face what we've both
feared would come to pass. From
the beginning...

CATHY
Vincent. . .

VINCENT
(with finality)

It is all we can do.

After a beat, Vincent start,s backing away, and for the
first tine we see the great depth of his pain.

VINCENT
Renemeber our love: it will guide
you and give you courage. Know
that what we had... can never be
taken away from us.

( coNTTNUED )
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10 4A CONTINUED: ( 3 ) J- O 4A *

CATHY
Vincent, don't...

VINCENT
( desperate )

Go, Catherine. Quickly...
please.

But she approaches him instead, her eyes wet with tears...
CATHY

tlold ne. Just hold me once
more. . .

Forrornr let unable to refuse, he moves into her arms. His
head rocks back, profoundly moved by their physical
contact. And as the CAI.IERA RrsEs, framing this, their last
embrace. . .

DISSOLVE TO:

1.05 INT. TOWER APARTMENT . CLOSE ON A HAND . NIGHT 105

Writing on parchment at a beautiful nrahogany desk

].05 NEW ANGLE . FROIiI BEHIND ELLIOT ]-06

as he continues to scribble. The Tiffany lamp on the tableprovides t!" 9l1y light. CAIiIERA ANGLE aifordl a view past
the back of Elliot's brurry head to the entrance of tharoom... where FOOTSTEPS are now heard. Elliot reaches for
!h" lamp and switches it off, just as spirko enters withhis camera, high on the action.

SPIRKO
Turn it back on. I know who you
are.

erliot doesn't touch the light. rnstead he reans back inhis chair, antique hinges squeaking. Novr even deeper in
shadow.

ELLIOT
Do you?

SPIRKO
Yeah. elliot Burch.

ELLIOT
You surpri se r€ , ltr . Spi rko .

( coNTTNUED )
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].0 6 CONTTNUED :

SPIRKO
I was there. I've got the
pictures. Now I want the rest.

ELLIOT
The rest...

SPIRKO
Everything you know. Where he
lives. Who he is. What he is.

ELLIOT
f didn't expect to see you
tonight.

SPIRKO
Cut the shadow crap. you have
a lot to answer fot, Burch.

ELLIOT
Such as?

SPIRKO
The bikers in the park. Those
two guys tonight.

( beat )
You sent then to their deaths.

From behind the desk, a natch is struck. And Elliot bends
to light a cigarette. nis face is still obscured. But as
he takes his first pull, the brief glow of ember refrects
a trace of gold on the side of his face.

ELLIOT
It would have been better for you,
if you hadn't figured that out.

SPIRKO
Don,t threaten me. My editor
knows I'm with you tonight.

elliot takes a long, slow drag on his cigarette. Spirko
finally notices this...

SPIRKO
( puzzled )

You're smoking?

EIIiot brings his chair forward. He stands.

SPIRKO
But I thought,

( coNTTNUED )

106
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106 CoNTINUED: (21 L06

E1liot grinds out the cigarette and then switches on the
lanp... but the man who straightens behind the desk, rising
to his full imposing stature, is not Elliot Burch at all.
It is Paracelsus. His golden mask shimmering in the 1ight.

PARACELSUS
(El1iot,s voice)

It's Elliot Burch who doesnrt
smoke.

(his own voice from now
on)

Sadly, I've become aildicted.

The color drains from Spirko's face and neck

PAF"ACELSUS
Trick of the throat. Something
r learned as a chilil. trtost
useful. . .

Paracelsus moves out from behind the desk. Spirko backs
up a quick step, but his reporter,s curiosity stops him.

SPIRKO' Who are you?

PARACELSUS
That is of no conseguence.

(beat; with soft
enphasis )

Remember what you saw tonight,
!1r Spirko. The glory of it.

Spirko is silentr w€ighinq this.
PARACELSUS

You can print your photographs
and your hypotheses. Or you can
print the truth always a nuch
larger story.

Paracelsus reaches back to unfasten his mask.

PARACELSUS
tet ne show you something in the
light.

He removes his nask, and delicately places it on the desk.

PARACELSUS
Cone. Look.

( CONTINUED )
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106 CONTINUED: (3) 106

He cranes his neck to expose the side of his face to the
lanp revealing the hideous and bubbly skin. *

PARACELSUS
He did this.

Spirko's curiosity draws him even nearer.

SPIRKO
Vincent?

PARACELSUS
He left ne to burn in the fire.

Spirko grins in complicity, thinking he finalty
understands.

SPIRKO
And now you want me to crucify
hisl?

PARACELSUS
Turn on your tape machine, Mr.
Spi rko.

Spirko reaches int,o his jacket pocket and holds up the
nini recorder.

SPIRKO
It's already on.

Paracelsus gestures "of course." Spirko places the
recorder beside the rnask on the desk. paracelsus stalks
slowly out into the room.

PARACESLSUS
I asked you before if he was a
man. You,ve seen for yourself,
non: he is beyond "nan. " In
his olrn right, he is a god. A
warrior. But he tries to be a
man... and in that denies his
own greatness.

At the desk, Spirko watches hin, mesmerized by his voice.
Now Paracelsus carefully closes the distance between thern.

( coNTTNUED )
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106 CONTINUED: (4) 106

PARACELSUS
Eis home... is beneath the city,
beneath the streets, in a vast
systen of tunnels and chambers.
He is not alone there. He lives
with others. Misguided men and
vromen. But they too deny his
greatness and seek to make hin
something he is not. He is a
source of primal rage and secret
urging. Instinct. He is a
killer. That is his greatness.
That is his nature.

The recorder on the desk begins CLfCKING, dt the end of
its tape. Spirko is snapped out of his reverie.

SPIRKO
Hold on. Just a second...

He turns his back to flip the tape. paracelsus is
silently, swiftly, upon hirn.

PARACELSUS
And if he had killed you tonight,
as I hoped

spirko glances up sharpry over his shourder. paracersus
cocks his wrist, rereasing the snick bIade, and embeds it
into Spirko's lower spine. Spirko, s eyes jurnp fully
open... as Paracelsus speaks softly into his ear, holding
him up with the cold steel.

PARACELSUS
If he'd killed an innocent man,
I believe he would have finally
understood. And shed the false
skin of his humanity. He would
have become what I've always
dreamed for him: to be my son.

Paracelsus extracts the knife with a flourish. Spirko
crumples dead to the floor. Paracelsus is left standing
over him, his blade gleaming crimson and silver in the lamp
light, as we3

CUT TO:
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1O5A INT. VINCENT'S CHAI'TBER . NIGHT 106A

B1ack in here. Silent. No candles burn anywhere. CAMERA

ENTERS TI|E DARKNESS , reglstering oblique shapes: unlit
candles half rnelted in pools of hardened wax, a cloak
draped across an enpty chair back, the smooth outline of
a slatue's face... until we FIND Vincent crouched liked
a caged animal in the deepest, darkest corner of the room.
Staring out. Unblinking. Waiting to be freed. CAMERA
I{OVES IN ON HIS EYES, impossibly close, a war raging there.
HOLD.

FADE OUT:

THE END


